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Executive Summary 

This report undertook a site visit of Brunswick to assess its pedestrian 

access as part of the area’s ‘wayfinding’ potential. More specifically, it 

assessed the pedestrian accessibility and connectivity of the Brunswick 

area to the University of Manchester. It then draws links to two 

developing greenspace projects – the Green Boulevard of Brunswick, and 

Brunswick Park of the University of Manchester. The findings indicate 

that there is a severe lack of signage in Brunswick indicating the 

University of Manchester’s location. However, there is also significant 

greenspace potential between the two areas. Thus, as a recommendation 

to increase pedestrian access between Brunswick and the University of 

Manchester, a proposal is made to extend and connect Brunswick’s 

proposed Green Boulevard to the University of Manchester’s Brunswick 

Park which is currently under construction. This extension is theorised 

to bring benefits to both Brunswick residents and university students, as 

well as physically connect two significant developing greenspaces within 

Manchester. Most importantly, it would serve to catalyse a shared 

‘identity’ and partnership between Brunswick and the University, in line 

with wider movements to integrate university campuses with their 

surrounding communities.  
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1. Introduction –  

Wayfinding to where?  

Solutions for Brunswick [S4B] is a planning consortium in charge of the regeneration 

of Brunswick area. Part of this regeneration has led them to focus on the issue of 

pedestrian wayfinding, which involves assessing the ease of Brunswick’s accessibility 

to surrounding areas of Manchester. This report presents the results of this 

assessment by offering an insight into improving Brunswick’s pedestrian access 

through a proposal. Therefore, the assessment of and solutions for improving 

Brunswick’s pedestrian access are neatly and succinctly integrated into the report 

itself through this proposal.  

1.1Area Background1:  

 Area in inner city Manchester currently undergoing renovation and 

regeneration works led by S4B consortium 

 Total investment estimated at £106 million; started in January 2014 

 Plans include a new Green Boulevard which would run diagonally from O2 

Apollo to Gartside Gardens 

1.2 Context of Proposal  

This proposal chose narrow our focus on the accessibility between Brunswick and the 

nearby University of Manchester. There are three main reasons for this. 

 One of Brunswick’s regeneration aims is to increase the social mobility and 

opportunities offered to its residents, with educational attainment being a key 

marker of this2 

 The University of Manchester is itself looking to reach out to less-developed 

areas of the city to increase the diversity of its students and student 

applications3 

 There has been a greater movement to create partnerships between city 

councils and universities to tackle inequalities in education by increasing 

access to further education opportunities4 

                                                   
1 Haughton, L. (2016). Transformation of Brunswick estate celebrates two-year milestone. 

S4BManchester. [online] Available at: http://s4bmanchester.co.uk/2016/01/transformation-of-

brunswick-estate-celebrates-two-year-milestone/ [Last Accessed: 11th May 2017]. 

2 Manchester City Council (2013). Proposed City of Manchester (Brunswick Neighbourhood) 
Compulsory Purchase Order 2014. Manchester, UK: Manchester City Council.   
 
3 University of Manchester (2017a). Manchester Access Programme. [Online]. Available at: 
http://www.manchester.ac.uk/study/undergraduate/aspiring-students/map/ (Last Accessed: 11th 
May 2017).  
4 Hooper, D. (2016). Supporting thriving communities: the role of universities in reducing inequality. 
London, UK: University Alliance.  

http://www.manchester.ac.uk/study/undergraduate/aspiring-students/map/
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2. Methodology –  

A walking assessment and initial assessment thoughts 

2.1 Methodology  

To better understand the concept of wayfinding in Brunswick, this report decided to 

use the qualitative method of ethnography in assessing the pedestrian accessibility of 

Brunswick to the University of Manchester. Ethnography has an ever-present 

association with movement 5  which is also key to the issue of way-finding. 

Furthermore, although ethnography is not normally a method used by consultants 

on site visits, the similarities in approaches and objectives between site surveying 

and ethnography – to assess problems on which solutions can be drawn – has seen 

ethnography been used as a key method in previous urban case studies.6 3 site visits 

were conducted, which involved navigating from Gartside Gardens in Brunswick to 

the University of Manchester campus. The reason Gartside Gardens was chosen was 

because it is the end-point of the proposed Green Boulevard, a key passageway being 

proposed by S4B to increase the green space potential and pedestrian accessibility of 

Brunswick 7 . Therefore, ‘continuing’ along this passageway would be a logical 

foundation to assess the ease of pedestrian access from Brunswick to the University 

of Manchester. Ethnographic fieldnotes were taken, with particular attention paid to 

three aspects of pedestrian accessibility: 

 Availability of signage indicting directions to the University of Manchester 

 Ease of pedestrian access through pavements  

 Green space potential of journey to continue the ‘greening’ ideals of 

Brunswick’s Green Boulevard 

Ultimately, 2 research questions sought to be answered: 

1. How easy is it for pedestrians to get from Gartside Gardens to the University 

of Manchester? 

2. What is the green space potential of the route from Gartside Gardens to the 

University of Manchester? 

 

 

 

                                                   
5 Madison, S. (2011). Critical Ethnography: Method, Ethics, and Performance. New York, US: SAGE.  

6 Austin, D.E. (2003) Community-Based Collaborative Team Ethnography: A Community-University-

Agency Partnership. Human Organization, 62(2), pp. 143-152. 

7 S4B (2017). Open and Green Spaces. [Online]. Available at: http://s4bmanchester.co.uk/the-
vision/open-and-green-spaces/ (Last Accessed: 10th May 2017). 
 

http://s4bmanchester.co.uk/the-vision/open-and-green-spaces/
http://s4bmanchester.co.uk/the-vision/open-and-green-spaces/
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2.2. Initial Assessment Thoughts  

The walking assessment therefore sought to determine the ‘walkability’ of the 

University of Manchester from Gartside Gardens. More specifically, the assessment 

found that an appropriate destination in the University would the future Brunswick 

Park, a proposed green space located near the Brunswick area. Overall, the 

ethnographic site visit and ‘wayfinding’ assessment found that there was a distinct 

lack of signage indicating the location of the University of Manchester. This was 

despite that route being full of green spaces ranging from trees, to flowers and fields. 

Furthermore, although two major greenspace developments in the shape of 

Brunswick’s Green Boulevard and the University of Manchester’s Brunswick Park are 

currently under construction, no mention of either space is made by either S4B or 

the University of Manchester. Therefore, it is not simply a question of a lack of 

accessibility, but also a lack of connectivity between the two spaces. The report’s 

initial thoughts can therefore be summarised using this framework:  

 

 

Figure 11. Framework to assess walkability between Brunswick and University of Manchester 

 

  

Connectivity  

- no mention of either 
Brunswick Park or 

Green Boulevard by S4B 
or University; a missed 

partnership opportunity  

Identity  

- no shared identity between 
University and Brunswick or their 

shared spaces 

Accesibility 

- need for signage to 
indicate University 

location 
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This aforementioned framework has informed the proposal below, which is to extend 

S4B’s proposed Green Boulevard to connect to the University of Manchester’s future 

Brunswick. As such, the overall findings and suggested improvement for Brunswick’s 

‘walkability’ are integrated into this proposal. This report chose to follow this 

structure because the integration of the findings into the proposal as it would allow 

for a more holistic integration between the findings of the walking assessment with 

the solutions proposed. The walking assessment therefore partially catalysed the 

solution offered to extend Brunswick’s Green Boulevard. As assessors, researchers 

and students of the University of Manchester, a more personal and nuanced 

experience was able to be offered with regards to the best way to increase pedestrian 

accessibility between Brunswick and the University of Manchester, whilst integrating 

the sustainability objectives of Brunswick’s proposed Green Boulevard.  
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3. Proposal – Integrating Findings and Proposed Solution 

Connecting Brunswick Boulevard to future Brunswick Park  

 

The University of Manchester is currently constructing Brunswick Park, deemed the 

largest green space on campus which will span the length of Brunswick Street from 

its entry (Point 8, Fig.1) to Oxford Road.8 This proposal therefore envisages the 

extension of the Green Boulevard, which currently ends at Gartside Gardens (Point 1, 

Fig.2) to connect with Brunswick Park (Fig.2) , hence providing a direct ‘walkable’ 

link from the Brunswick to the University community. Using the aforementioned 

framework, this section will highlight the benefits of connecting the Green Boulevard 

to Brunswick Park. The proposal will follow a journey through Points 1 to 6, before 

finishing with an overall assessment of its benefits through the aforementioned 

framework (Fig.1).  

 

                                                   
8 University of Manchester (2017b). University unveils plans for parkland. [Online]. Available at: 
http://www.manchester.ac.uk/discover/news/university-unveils-plans-for-parkland/                              
(Last Accessed: 10th May 2017). 

6 

5 

3 

4 

2 

Legend 

 Proposed Boulevard Extension  

 

1 

Figure 12. Proposed Route of Boulevard Extension to future Brunswick Park 
Base Map Source: OpenMaps 

http://www.manchester.ac.uk/discover/news/university-unveils-plans-for-parkland/
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Key Points of Proposed Extension 

Green Boulevard Extension 
Proposed Routing:  Kincardine Rd – Cottenham St/Cabot St – Brunswick St  
Estimated Total Length9: 837m  
 

Point 1: Entrance to Gartside Gardens  

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The area feels good, very green, it’s a nice place to walk in and walk through. However, there 

appears to be a distinct lack of signage. The University of Manchester is barely 5 minutes away 

and yet nothing seems to indicate its proximity.  

-Ethnography Day 1, 14th March 2017.  

 

As per S4B proposals10, the Green Boulevard will extend diagonally down from the 

O2 Apollo to Gartside Gardens. However, not extending this boulevard to connect 

with the University of Manchester’s upcoming Brunswick Park is a missed social, 

environmental and economic opportunity. Aside from creating more green areas of 

green space which has been shown to have both environmental and psychological 

benefits for a community11, this extension will create a physical connection between 

Brunswick and the University. In fact, green spaces have been linked to reduced 

                                                   
9 Distance Estimates made with Mapometer (2017). GB-Mapometer. [Online]. Available at: 
http://gb.mapometer.com/ (Last Accessed: 10th May 2017).  
10 S4B (2017). Open and Green Spaces. [Online]. Available at: http://s4bmanchester.co.uk/the-
vision/open-and-green-spaces/ (Last Accessed: 10th May 2017). 
11 Pearson, D.G. and Craig, T.(2014). The great outdoors? Exploring the mental health benefits of 
natural environments. Frontiers in psychology, 5(1), p.1178. 

Figure 13. View of Entrance of Gartside Gardens/End of Green Boulevard 
Photo Source: Author’s Own  

http://gb.mapometer.com/
http://s4bmanchester.co.uk/the-vision/open-and-green-spaces/
http://s4bmanchester.co.uk/the-vision/open-and-green-spaces/
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levels of stress in disadvantaged communities 12 , which Brunswick is currently 

categorised as. 

Research conducted 13  suggests that creating connections between disadvantaged 

estates and the wider city contributes to improved socio-economic outcomes and well 

being. The S4B proposals to regenerate Brunswick were partly based on statistics 

indicating that Brunswick remained in the top 5% of the UK’s most deprived 

neighbourhoods for various indicators including education.14 Therefore, connecting 

the Green Boulevard to the future Brunswick Park creates ‘dedicated’ access between 

Brunswick and the University of Manchester, potentially helping the social 

regeneration process (in terms of education) that S4B wants to create. Furthermore, 

this connection would align well towards the movement of creating more sustainable 

transport solutions on university campuses which include improving pedestrian 

access.15 

 

What’s most important is that this extension is 

complemented by clear, pedestrian-friendly signage. As 

mentioned in the ethnography (Day 1, 17th March 2017), 

directions to the University were practically non-existent. 

In fact, the only sign found in the proximity of Gartside 

Gardens was a sign indicating UMIST16 (Fig.4, found to 

the left about 50m from of entrance on Fig.3), which no 

longer exists since it’s merge with the University of 

Manchester in 200417. Therefore, increasing accessibility 

to the University by the extension of the Green Boulevard 

would also concurrently require increasing the visibility 

of University access through regular, updated signage.  

 

 

 

                                                   
12 Thompson, C.W., Roe, J., Aspinall, P., Mitchell, R., Clow, A. and Miller, D., 2012. More green space 
is linked to less stress in deprived communities: Evidence from salivary cortisol patterns. Landscape 
and Urban Planning, 105(3), pp.221-229. 
13 Fenton, A., Tyler, P., Markkanen, S., Clarke, A. and Whitehead, C. (2010). Why Do Neighbourhoods 
Stay Poor? Deprivation, Place and People in Birmingham. London, UK: Barrow Cadbury Trust.  
14 Manchester City Council (2013). Proposed City of Manchester (Brunswick Neighbourhood) 
Compulsory Purchase Order 2014. Manchester, UK: Manchester City Council.   
15 Kaplan, D.H. (2015). Transportation Sustainability on a university campus. International Journal 
of Sustainability in Higher Education, 16(2), pp.173-186.  
16 University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology  
17 University of Manchester (2017c). History of UMIST. [Online]. Available at: 
http://www.manchester.ac.uk/discover/history-heritage/history/umist/ (Last Accessed: 10th May 
2017).  

Figure 14. Sign indicating 
direction of UMIST  
Photo Source: Author’s Own  

http://www.manchester.ac.uk/discover/history-heritage/history/umist/
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Point 2: Integrating Car Dealerships into Green Boulevard 

 

Along Kincardine Road, there are two major car dealerships, BMW and Citroen 

(Fig.5). What is interesting to note is that there are already zones of green space on 

both sides of Kincardine Road (Fig.5), indicate the already-existing built 

environment potential for extending the Green Boulevard. The challenge would then 

be to ensure that pedestrian access is clearly indicated as this is an automobile-heavy 

environment. However, research has shown18 that the building of more walkways 

and cycling tracks actually reduces the risk of accidents in the long term and 

promotes better integration between drivers and pedestrians. Therefore, the 

extension of the Green Boulevard would also promote better integrative transport co-

existence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
18 Thomas, B. and DeRobertis, M. (2013). The safety of urban cycle tracks: A review of the literature. 
Accident Analysis & Prevention, 52(1), pp.219-227.  

Figure 15. Dealerships on the right side of Kincardine Road.  
Photo Source: Author’s own  
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Point 3:  Kincardine Court Student Residence 

 

 

 

Unite Students’ Kincardine Court is a private student residence road also located on 

Kincardine Road (Fig.6). On their website19 they advertise themselves as being a few 

minutes’ walk from the University of Manchester. However there are no signs in the 

vicinity of Kincardine Court indicating the direction of the University of Manchester. 

Therefore, extending the Green Boulevard would also provide benefits for students 

who live in the area by offering them dedicated walkway to University, potentially 

also increasing the attractiveness of Brunswick for future university students as well.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
19 Unite Students (2017). Kincardine Court. [Online]. Available at: 
http://www.unitestudents.com/manchester/kincardine-court (Last Accessed: 10th May 2017).  

Figure 16. Building of Kincardine Court Student Residence  
Photo Source: Author’s Own 

http://www.unitestudents.com/manchester/kincardine-court
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Point 4: Intersection of Kincardine Road and Whitekirk Close 

 

 

The intersection between Kincardine Road and Whitekirk Close (Fig.6) perfectly 

embodies already existing demand to justify the extension of the Green Boulevard. 

Firstly, as shown in Fig.6, there already exists a dedicated cycle lane, although the 

faded paint shows that maintenance and upkeep would be needed. More pertinently, 

a path on the right of Kincardine Road has in fact been ‘created’ by pedestrians (Fig.6 

blow-up). Computer modeling tracking pedestrian movements20  show how these 

‘cutting’ and ‘creation’ of indicates the need and demand for alternative pedestrian 

access. Therefore, the extension of the Green Boulevard would provide better more 

formal access to pedestrians who already ‘use’ this road to travel down Kincardine 

Road.  

 

 

 

                                                   
20 Helbing, D., Molnar, P., Farkas, I.J. and Bolay, K. (2001). Self-organising pedestrian movment. 
Environment and Planning B, 28(1), pp.361-383. 
  

Figure 17. Intersection of Kincardine Road and Whitekirk Close 
Photo Source: Author’s own 
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Point 5: Impasse between Kincardine and Cottenham Road  

 

Figure 18. Impasse at Cottenham Road and Kincardine Road junction, similar to Cabot Road. 
Photo Source: Author’s own.  

There is an impasse between Kincardine Road and Cottenham Road, where 

pedestrians but not vehicles can access both roads (Fig.8). This preferred access also 

exists between Cabot Road and Kincardine Road and therefore should be a focal 

point of the Green Boulevard extension. Wayfinding, as mentioned, refers to the ease 

in which pedestrians can navigate from one area to the next. However, research has 

shown that in a green space, it is not enough to have an ease of navigation, rather it is 

also crucial that the experience while navigating is enjoyable to pedestrians21. By The 

impasses of Cottenham and Cabot Road means that pedestrians have privileged 

access over cars from Kincardine Road. Furthermore, Cabot Road itself does have a 

significant amount of empty green space that can be maximised (Fig.9). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
21 Tzoulas, K. and James, P., 2010. Peoples’ use of, and concerns about, green space networks: A case 
study of Birchwood, Warrington New Town, UK. Urban forestry & urban greening, 9(2), pp.121-128. 
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Research has shown22 that a key feature that future urban planning should embrace 

is the organic nature of pedestrian movement. In essence, there needs to be multiple 

options for pedestrians to access different locations within the city, and not just 

structured paths. By offering multiple routes to Brunswick Park via Cottenham, 

Cabot, and Kincardine Road, the Green Boulevard would embrace this ideal, 

highlighting that wayfinding is not simply about navigation, but also favouring 

organic pedestrian navigation. Furthermore, with the potential for multiple green 

space development through the multiple routes, the Green Boulevard would itself 

further facilitate the creation of a greenspace environment that urban planners are 

trying to integrate into current and future cities23 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
22 Matan, A. and Newman, P. (2012). Jan Gehl and new visions for walkable Australian cities. World 
Transport Policy and Practice, 17(4), pp.30-41.  
 
23 Newman, P. (2014). Biophilic urbanism: a case study on Singapore. Australian Planner, 51(1), 
pp.47-65.  

Figure 19. Unused green space potential along Cabot Road (middle ground). 
Photo Source: Author’s own  
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Point 6: Brunswick Park (under construction) 

 

Currently under construction (Fig.10), Brunswick Park is part of the University of 

Manchester’s initiative to introduce more green space onto the campus. An artist’s 

rendering of the completed park is shown below (Fig.11). A statement by the 

University’s Director of Estates noted that Brunswick Park would be a focal point of 

enjoyment and relaxation not just for university staff and students, but also for the 

local community24. Thus, extending Brunswick’s Green Boulevard to connect with 

Brunswick Park would ensure that the local community of Brunswick are not simply 

aware of Brunswick Park, but can enjoy its amenities as intended.  Furthermore, the 

University of Manchester has an initiative called the Manchester Access Programme 

which encourages youths from disadvantaged areas of Manchester to visit and attend 

taster courses at the University in order to showcase the attractiveness of the 

university and further education. Extending the Green Boulevard could work in 

tandem with this programme as it would provide literal and access to the university 

to Brunswick’s youth community.  

 

 

 

 

                                                   
24 University of Manchester (2017b). University unveils plans for parkland. [Online]. Available at: 
http://www.manchester.ac.uk/discover/news/university-unveils-plans-for-parkland/                              
(Last Accessed: 10th May 2017). 
 

Figure 20. Brunswick Park under construction, seen from Brunswick Street 
Photo Source: Author’s Own  

http://www.manchester.ac.uk/discover/news/university-unveils-plans-for-parkland/
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Figure 11. Artist Rendering of future Brunswick Park 

Image Source: University of Manchester25 

 

 

Arriving onto the site of the future Brunswick Park, there 

was signage indicating directions towards the University of 

Manchester. Crucially, however, these signs were aimed 

towards car users on Brunswick Street (Fig.12), with nothing 

geared to pedestrians. Due to different viewpoints, signage 

on main road for drivers have been shown to be far less 

effective in providing information to pedestrian, and thus 

there needs to be a shift towards signs designed specifically 

towards pedestrians. As mentioned in the methodology, 

wayfinding should both the journey and the destination, and 

as such the Green Boulevard should have its own identity or 

markers so that pedestrians can find and navigate around it. 

A suggestion could therefore be to incorporate ground 

markers to indicate the path of the Green Boulevard, such as 

the ones used on the Jubilee Walkway in London.26 

 

 

                                                   
25 University of Manchester (2016). University unveils plans for parkland. [Online]. Available at: 
http://www.masterplan.manchester.ac.uk/news/article/?id=16092 (Last Accessed: 11th May 2017).  
 
26 Transport for  London (2017). Jubilee Walkway. [Online]. Available at: 
https://tfl.gov.uk/modes/walking/jubilee-walkway (Last Accessed: 11th May 2017).  
 

Figure 12. Signage indicating 
University of Manchester on 
Brunswick Street 
Photo Source: Author’s own  

http://www.masterplan.manchester.ac.uk/news/article/?id=16092
https://tfl.gov.uk/modes/walking/jubilee-walkway
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4. Conclusion –  

Final thoughts and further research 

When Brunswick was being selected for regeneration, a report 27  noted that 

Brunswick’s “inward looking design of the neighbourhood continues to create further 

pressures. The Mancunian Way and Upper Brook Street act as barriers to the key 

economic opportunities available in the city centre, universities and hospitals…” 

(pp.8). University campuses have been accused of being closed, gated spaces28, an 

image that the creation of Brunswick Park deliberately wants to change29. Therefore, 

extending the Green Boulevard from Gartside Gardens to the University’s future 

Brunswick Park would see an increase in the ‘openness’ of both areas by increasing 

the accessibility of the University from Brunswick, the connectivity of two future 

green spaces, and forging an identity for Brunswick. Therein lies the final suggestion: 

the Green Boulevard connects Brunswick, to Brunswick Park which on which 

Brunswick Street once ran. Therefore, by renaming the Green Boulevard 

Brunswick Boulevard, it would further cement the relationship between 

Brunswick and the University through the creation of new green spaces which benefit 

both areas. Overall, increasing the ease of ‘wayfinding’ between Brunswick and 

University of Manchester can certainly be achieved by extending the Green 

Boulevard. The overarching benefits mentioned are summarised below (Fig.13) using 

the framework highlighted in the methodology.  

 

                                 Figure 13. Overall benefits of extension of Green Boulevard 

                                                   
27 Manchester City Council (2013). Proposed City of Manchester (Brunswick Neighbourhood) 
Compulsory Purchase Order 2014. Manchester, UK: Manchester City Council.   
 
28 Edwards, B. (2013). University Architecture. Abingdon, UK: Routledge.  
 
29 University of Manchester (2017b). University unveils plans for parkland. [Online]. Available at: 
http://www.manchester.ac.uk/discover/news/university-unveils-plans-for-parkland/                              
(Last Accessed: 10th May 2017). 
 

Connectivity  

-increased connectivity of 
two proposed green 

space initiatives  

Identity  

- renaming Green Boulevard as 
Brunswick Boulevard re-inforces shared 

idenity and relationship between 
Brusnwick and University  

Accesibility 

- increased access to 
University from Brunswick  

- increased social access 
to University 

opportunities through  
physical access provided 

http://www.manchester.ac.uk/discover/news/university-unveils-plans-for-parkland/
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In conclusion, this report has presented, via a proposal to connect Brunswick’s Green 

Boulevard with the University of Manchester’s future Brunswick Park, the pedestrian 

accessibility of Brunswick. This boulevard extension has embodied within it issues of 

 pedestrian accessibility, 

 green space connectivity  

 shared identity between different urban spaces  

As a final point however, it is important to note that this report represents and 

analyses only one perspective of Brunswick’s ‘wayfinding’ assessment. Other areas of 

potential research which may be explored may include: 

 Extending the boulevard further to connect other green spaces in the area 

such as Swinton Grove Park to the East and Ardwick Park to the North 

 ‘Wayfinding’ assessment of other key organisations around Brunswick such as 

the Manchester Royal Infirmary 

 ‘Wayfinding’ within the Brunswick estate area itself 

These supplementary pieces of research could then be integrated and analysed with 

this report so as to gain a more holistic and nuanced understanding of pedestrian 

‘wayfinding’ in and around Brunswick.  
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